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Abstract—Driven by markets’ competitiveness, new products have to permanently integrate innovations and higher functionality. Products are getting more complex, borders of subsystems become increasingly blurred, and unexpected interdependencies between subsystems emerge. Hence developers have difficulties maintaining their necessary understanding of the system. An approach helping to handle the interdependencies of complex systems is traceability, where dependencies being implicitly known to some developers are modeled explicitly. This paper presents the key findings of two surveys addressing traceability between system models conducted among German companies. The addressed research topic is the investigation of opportunities for supporting product development by making use of traceability. Novel methods for traceability usage are elaborated and evaluated by a prototypical proof of concept.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Driven by markets’ competitiveness, new products have to permanently employ innovations and integrate higher functionality. Products are getting more complex from a systems interaction perspective, borders of subsystems become increasingly blurred, and unexpected interdependencies between subsystems emerge. For that reason developers have difficulties to keep up their necessary understanding of the entire system. Often systems knowledge is not available to engineers although it may exist within the company.

Following classical methodologies of product modeling (such as VDI 2206) several process steps have to be taken to successfully develop a product, in each one of which digital data artifacts are created. Those artifacts are created in different specialized tools, resulting in isolated descriptions of the product. One approach to bridge this isolation of artifacts is traceability.

Traceability methods originate from requirements management in the development of software for safety critical systems. Mechatronic product development can profit from these approaches, by extending and adapting them accordingly. While some methods for Systems Engineering are available today (see Section II), they are not practiced comprehensively. This is primarily due to two reasons: high effort necessary to establish traceability and its unclear benefits [1], [2] (see also Section III).

Coping with these challenges was one of the major topics within the collaborative research project ISYPROM². During this project methods were developed for an efficient modeling of tracelinks [3], [4]. However, this paper focuses approaches to support development activities by utilizing tracelinks. The addressed research topic is the investigation of opportunities for supporting product development by making use of traceability between different digital. Novel methods for traceability usage are elaborated and evaluated by a prototypical proof of concept. Furthermore initial feedback from industry workshops is given. These detailed approaches will be described in Section V.

At first traceability theory is briefly introduced and related work is presented and discussed in Section II. In Section III the key findings of two surveys are presented, in which Fraunhofer IPK has interviewed several industrial enterprises on the topic of traceability. The paper finishes with evaluation information regarding the presented approaches, concluding remarks and offers an outlook on future research activities (see Section VI)

---

1 In this paper the term artifact is used to describe any kind of digital result of a process step (e.g. requirements specifications, functional models, product structure or test cases). Each artifact consists of elements. All dependencies between these elements that are explicitly modeled are called tracelinks.

2 The research and development project ISYPROM was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) within the Framework Concept ”Research for Tomorrow’s Production” (funding number 02PC105x) and managed by the Project Management Agency Karlsruhe (PTKA).

3 Pinheiro has introduced the term “trace extraction” for the target-oriented usage of existing tracelinks. Since this section primarily addresses their benefit for Systems Engineering processes, the authors prefer the term “traceability usage” in this context [5].
II. TRACEABILITY - INTRODUCTION: STATE OF THE ART

Traceability was introduced in the late 1970s in software development, more specifically in the area of requirements engineering. It addresses the management of interdependencies between software requirements and other artifacts in software engineering. Gotel and Finkelstein define traceability as follows: "Requirements traceability refers to the ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement, in both a forwards and backwards direction (i.e., from its origins, through its development and specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, and through all periods of on-going refinement and iteration in any of these phases)" [6]. This approach was later adapted to the needs of model based software development. In this context Paige et al. define traceability as "[...] the ability to chronologically interrelate uniquely identifiable entities in a way that matters [...]" [7]. In the context of Model Driven Engineering (MDE)\(^2\), many of the artifacts of interest are models, conforming to a metamodel, and are constructed using a set of modeling tools. Traceability in MDE is therefore predominantly concerned with chronologically defined relationships involving models and elements of models (see red arrows in Fig. 1 representing the concept of tracelinks). Traceability is regarded as a measure of system quality and process maturity and is mandated by many standards such as MIL-STD-498, IEEE/EIA 12207, IEEE Std. 1219, ISO 9000ff, ISO 15504, ISO/IEC 12207 or the new ISO 26262 [8].

Both aforementioned application areas of traceability have something in common with Systems Engineering approaches: engineers create several artifacts describing the final product from different viewpoints, in a different degree of detail and maturity [9].

That is why there is a current trend to transfer these software engineering methods to mechatronic system development. Today, there are several tools, which provide functionalities for tracelink recording, and usage.

Rational DOORS by IBM is a tool used for requirements management. In DOORS requirements are structured in hierarchies, managed as objects and stored in a database. This allows for their individual versioning as well as referencing between them [10]. Another approach to requirements management is followed by Reqify (Dassault Systèmes): tracelinks are stored in several original requirements specifications. Reqify is then used to visualize tracelinks, perform analyses and to generate reports [11].

Loomeo by TESEON GmbH is a tool for the analysis of system structures. For this purpose Loomeo uses dependency matrices. Dependencies between system elements are documented in these matrices. There are a number of analyzing techniques allowing for the identification of interrelated structures by rearranging matrices or for tracing of impact chains [12], [13]. The Cambridge Advanced Modeller (CAM) provides features for modeling and analyzing dependencies in certain types of systems. It offers special toolboxes to model products (based on a matrix approach) or processes, synthesize a product architecture or to estimate and visualize the propagation of changes [14], [15]. METUS provides functionalities to specifically model functions and components of a product and their dependencies. These tracelinks are used by several analysis functions in order to e.g. optimize costs of the system [16],[17].

Many PLM systems provide basic functionalities for the establishment of traceability, too. For example, in Teamcenter Systems Engineering and Requirements Managements by Siemens PLM, links can be modeled between requirements and all other items in the database [18]. Dassault Systèmes V6 RFLP-approach allows for creating many artifacts (requirements, functions, logics and physical components), which can be traced in an integrated environment [19].

Other approaches utilize traceability information for integration purposes. One example is ToolNet, developed in a research project by DaimlerChrysler and EADS, which acquires information from various existing sources. Tracelinks are then established between the different model elements as references and stored in a central database [20], [21]. Atego Workbench by Atego is a collaborative engineering framework which also allows for acquiring data from existing tools (e.g. requirements specifications or use case diagrams), providing functions for creating tracelinks between the elements as well as functions to analyze them, e.g. impact analysis [22].

III. SURVEYS ON INDUSTRIAL TRACEABILITY PRACTICE

In order to learn more about the industrial acceptance and application of traceability approaches, Fraunhofer IPK conducted two surveys: one in 2010 and another one in 2011. Both surveys were analyzed by cumulating and structuring the answers given by interviewees in order to identify underlying trends. However it should be noted that due to the limited number of participants of their specialized knowledge within their respective company, the presented findings cannot be entitled to completeness.

Figure 1. Dependencies between elements of different artifacts can be modeled with tracelinks.

A selection of these tools will be introduced in the following paragraphs.

\(^2\) We refer to MDE as Model-based Software Engineering.
Nevertheless, the identification of representative tendencies seems very likely, as all interviewees were explicitly asked to consult other experts when uncertain. This was to ensure a representative view of the entire company. In the following paragraphs, the key findings from both surveys are presented separately. Subsequently, common conclusions, which were drawn from their results, are summarized.

The participants of the first survey were representatives of six German automotive companies. The scope of the survey involved four topics from the early phases of product development, one of which being traceability. The method of the survey consisted of a two-step process. First, every contact person received a questionnaire with five questions regarding traceability. In an in-depth telephone interview the answers and other remaining questions were discussed.

This survey revealed that traceability is a well known but rarely practiced topic in the automotive industry. Its application ranged from “not used at all” (one company) over “hardly used” (two companies) to “little use” (three companies). Even when traceability is applied, its implementation is rather selective and not continuous throughout the development process. The used level of abstraction is mainly system or component layer (both mentioned by three companies). Only one company traces more detailed layers such as parameters. In order to document dependencies, the applied methods are matrices, references and naming conventions.

The second survey was conducted with developers from four companies from different industry sectors plus four software vendors. The interviews covered six open questions regarding aspects of traceability.

Of the four developing companies interviewed, one company had never applied traceability and thus could not estimate demands or share experiences. All others identified the huge efforts needed to document and maintain tracelinks as the main challenge of the approach. In this context, an interviewee from one company pointed out that within his company a single person is responsible for tracelink recording (by checking and filling out cells in dependency matrices) subsequent to artifact completion. Whenever changes occur, these matrices have to be re-evaluated. At the same time the accuracy in these recording and maintenance tasks have to be especially high, as “90 % correctness is not sufficient”. Depending on the complexity of the development project, this can be a full-time job for a developer. Another problem that was mentioned by one person is the manner in which traceability is established in industry: high-level requirements are captured, further detailed and structured according to systems, assemblies or components. Tracelinks are then established between those higher and lower levels but cross-links between the lower levels are missing. As a result, the impact of changes in one system on another one cannot be evaluated, ruling out one important benefit of traceability. Despite those difficulties in practice, all vendors have identified traceability as an important aspect of system development. However, they express the need for guidelines on how to apply traceability theories in an industrial context.

Both surveys revealed that the business integration of traceability between development artifacts is not evenly distributed throughout the disciplines. As a rule of thumb, we found out that, the more software and electronics engineering involved in the development, the more common the application of traceability. Reasons for this are an easier automation in model based software design and the regulations by standards for safety-critical functions. According to the interviewed companies and vendors a major challenge is the required amount of interfaces when recording tracelinks between artifacts from different tools. In practice this hinders the establishing of continuous traceability throughout the development process. Not specialized traceability tools but authoring tools like DOORS or Microsoft Excel are used to document dependencies, constraining traceability to artifacts, which are managed inside these tools. For the same reason recording support and further usage of tracelinks are uncommon.

In summary, there are several approaches (especially in requirements management of software and electronics development) for traceability being used in industry. Furthermore the tools of all interviewed vendors provide functionalities to trace artifacts during development. Yet, the sole purpose for traceability in industry is documentation in order to comply with standards. No further potential has been identified. Essentially, there are two reasons for the lack of comprehensive use of traceability: too high an effort is required for tracelink recording, and that additional benefits to documentation are not clear enough.

IV. INTRODUCING MODELTRACER – A TRACEABILITY TOOL FOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

During the joint research project ISYPROM a number of methods have been developed aiming at a traceability of development data in Systems Engineering. The prototypical traceability software tool ModelTracer was implemented for the purpose of evaluating the developed methods.

ModelTracer is an integrative approach. It acquires original data from authoring tools via common standards (such as ReqIF) or specific adapters. This authoring data cannot be modified within ModelTracer as the philosophy is to leave the authoring exclusively to the respective engineering tool. Once the different artifacts are acquired, tracelinks between their elements are recorded and stored in a central database. The data model for ModelTracer is depicted in Fig. 2.

ModelTracer is supporting Systems Engineering by establishing a consistency between else isolated data artifacts. It harmonizes development processes by providing information regarding dependencies in complex systems to applying developers. The impact of development changes on elements from other disciplines can be estimated and thus respective developers can be informed. Information regarding developed methods for
efficient trace hyperlink recording is not subject of this paper (consult [3], [4]). The following section focuses on novel methods for traceability usage in order to support Systems Engineering processes, being the second hindrance for higher traceability acceptance.

V. TRACEABILITY USAGE OPPORTUNITIES

Most companies cannot see sufficient benefits to justify the significant workload required to establish traceability between development data (see findings in Section III or [2]). That is one of the reasons why few companies, that are not legally obliged to, practice traceability. The presented surveys in section 3 have shown that traceability is mainly used for documentation purposes. This section introduces a selection of opportunities how development processes benefit from traceability usage of already recorded trace links.

Every recorded trace hyperlink represents a piece of development knowledge. Hence every developer increases the knowledge represented in the traceability model when recording a trace hyperlink and thereby confirming the dependency between a combination of elements. In that manner the traceability model aggregates an extensive expert knowledge regarding the interdependencies of a system. This knowledge is needed at various stages of the development process. It can be used to support the utilization of many established or new development methods (such as “Failure Mode and Effects Analysis” or “Quality Function Deployment” [23]).

A. Existing Support For Development Methods Through Traceability

A well researched opportunity to make use of the traceability model is the analysis and restructuring (e.g. in the sense of a modularization) of product structures [13,24,25]. As mentioned earlier, METUS [16] offers analysis functions in order to e.g. optimize costs or the weight of the system under consideration using links between two hierarchically structured artifacts: functions and components. Tools like Loomeo [12] and CAM [14] provide functionalities to restructure products using Matrices. In order to run these analyses the respective matrix need to be filled with traceability information first, not making use of existing traceability models. Additionally, CAM [26] provides a toolbox to predict the impact of changes. For that purpose each element of the product structure must be given a value expressing how much it amplified or hindered the propagation of a past change [26,27].

[28] first suggested to map requirements to software functions with the means of a dependency matrix [28]. The aim is to capture whether all requirements are covered by the implemented functions. Although this idea rather resembles a coverage analysis the basic construct us suited to be used for the method House of Quality3. Additionally, Gotel and Finkelstein suggest to use well established methods such as the House of Quality to acquire traceability information [6]. Although some authors have noticed the close link between traceability and the House of Quality no actual implementation of a traceability-based House of Quality has been published. The AID method in [29] provides a coupling between three dependency matrices and a QFD matrix. The actual benefit is limited to importing the elements from the dependency matrix into the QFD matrix without making use of the actual traceability information.

An analysis based on existing traceability information is provided by ReqIt. Among others they can be used to generate progress reports measuring to what degree requirements are already linked [11].

In conclusion, it must be stated that there are only a limited number of methods to support Systems Engineering processes based on existing traceability information. For the majority of DSM-based applications trace links are recorded for particular purposes only. These trace links then cover a limited fraction e.g. a small part of one artifact or a particular combination of artifacts. Traceability that must be proven for legal reasons is often not compatible with these approaches.

In this paper a traceable consistency of development data between various artifacts containing development data is propagated. Therefore a broad variety of traceability usage opportunities for different development phases and combinations of artifacts are conceivable. Some traceability usage opportunities are presented in the following paragraphs.

B. Novel Support For Development Methods Through Traceability

For the application of many development methods, knowledge regarding interdependencies of the system under consideration is essential. Most of these interdependencies are already available in the traceability model as trace links. For that reason the authors examined to what extent traceability information can support each of the following methods: Fault Tree Analysis (FTA),

---

3 For detailed information regarding the method House of Quality see Section V, Subsection B.
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA), Event Tree Analysis (ETA), House of Quality (HoQ) as a part of the Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Pareto Analysis and tracelink-based Progress Monitoring. Three of these methods were found most suitable considering the extent to which traceability information supports their application on the one hand and the potential impact to industrial processes on the other hand: FMEA, HoQ and tracelink-based Progress Monitoring. Details of the FMEA wizard have already been published in [30] whereas this section presents the detailed concepts for HoQ and tracelink-based Progress Monitoring. The presented methods are based on a traceability model containing three artifacts (requirements, functions and product structure) as well as the tracelinks between their comprising elements.

**House of Quality:** The overall aim of the House of Quality (HoQ) is to ensure the future product suites the customers’ demands, wherefore these two information pieces are mapped in a common matrix [31]. The method originates from quality management and typically relates customers’ wishes to product features.

The HoQ method requires developers to initially select a set of customers’ wishes and prioritize them according to their importance for the product. In a second step all product features need to be identified that actually fulfill the set of customers’ wishes. Subsequently, the dependencies between all selected elements (customers’ wishes and product features) need to be identified and assigned a value saying how much a specific product feature fulfills a customers’ wish. Based on these two values a parameter can be calculated for every product feature indicating its importance for the future product and allowing to derive a ranking in between the product features. This is meant to help prioritizing future development activities and resources.

Some of these steps can be (partially) automated by using already existing traceability information. Please note, that for the remains of this section customers’ wishes are represented by the requirements artifact while product features are represented by functions (as a verbal description of the product features to be designed). The operation of the House of Quality as it is implemented in the ModelTracer is divided into six steps (see Fig. 3).

At first the developer is requested to select specific customer requirements – this inevitably has to be a manual activity. The selection of the related functions is then performed automatically based on the traceability information. For that purpose the database is searched to find all linked functions of each selected requirement. All identified functions are marked in the tree structure (see Fig. 4), signaling their status as selected.

If the developer is not fully happy with the suggested pre-selection, corrections can be performed through manual (de)selection of elements. When the selection is complete the House of Quality is generated automatically, displaying all selected requirements and functions as well as their connecting tracelinks.

This is implemented by drawing a matrix, with all selected requirements elements forming the first column (augmented by a pre-defined default value for the importance of the requirement for the product) and all selected functions forming the heading line. If a tracelink exists between a requirements and a function, the pre-defined default value for the degree to which the function is fulfilling the respective requirement is filled in the respective cell automatically (see Fig. 5). In that manner developers save a lot of time allowing them to focus their attention on the following evaluation. In the fourth step developers are enabled to change the values (through a drop-down showing a pre-defined scale) for the general importance of every requirement and the attribute to every element pair expressing how much a function is actually fulfilling a particular requirement. Based on this information the HoQ wizard automatically calculates a ranking of the listed functions. This ranking can work as decision support for project managers when eventually assigning priorities to the given functions. To recapitulate taken decisions the House of Quality can be saved and reloaded.

**Progress Monitoring:** The second presented opportunity for traceability usage addresses the management aspects in product development, where the traceability-model can assist in information aggregation [32], [33]. Nowadays progress reports require a lot of manual work. When writing the report many different people have to be contacted and asked about the respective status of their development, although in many cases this information is already available. In many tools developers have to set attributes describing the current status of an element e.g. maturity statuses like “released” in PLM or the fulfillment of a test case. The interfacing
of these authoring tools with the ModelTracer allows the status attributes to be easily extracted from such tools, following the requirement of [34] to interoperate with a multitude of engineering tools.

The aim of tracelink-based Progress Monitoring is to enable management to generate an overview of the current development progress at any given time – objective and without any additional human effort. Its basic idea is to estimate the current status of an element (see Fig. 6: actual status of X1 in artifact X is requested) by aggregating status information from all linked elements of a specific artifact Y (in Fig. 6: Y1 and Y2) under the prerequisite that the authoring tool of artifact Y contains up to date status information. The knowledge which information needs to be aggregated is taken from the traceability model. Such functionality is recommended in literature for traceability tools [35], [36].

For example, usually there are a number of parts from the product structure necessary to fulfill a certain function. This function and the respective product elements are related by tracelinks, being available in the traceability model. Therefore aggregating the statuses of the linked parts and assemblies provides an estimation of the current implementation status of the considered function.

In order to enable ModelTracer to perform this kind of Progress Monitoring it has to be defined, which artifact is defining the status of another artifact’s elements. In this case the status of product structure elements define the status of the function they are linked to. Additionally it has to be specified, which object in the data model is carrying the desired status information:

here the status of a part or an assembly in the PLM system.

As soon as these prerequisites are met, the wizard can be used. Developers are requested to choose a pair of artifacts from a drop-down menu (here functions and product structure). In the next step all functions, whose current status is requested, have to be manually selected from a listed tree structure. The selection of the related parts and assemblies is then performed automatically based on the traceability information. For that purpose the database is searched to identify all linked elements of the product structure for each selected requirement and their respective status in the PLM system. All identified parts and assemblies are checked in the tree structure, signaling their status as selected. Subsequently status information is aggregated and displayed in a small diagram next to every selected function.

A similar example is the close relation of requirements and test cases. It is often necessary to test multiple aspects of a system before being able to declare if a requirement is fully satisfied. Assuming all test cases are linked to the particular requirement and their current status is documented, one can easily aggregate the test status of a requirement.

The procedure is comparable to the one described before. The developer selects the artifacts requirements and test cases from the drop-down list. Subsequently he selects the requirement, which current status is of interest (R1.1 in Fig. 7). The Progress Monitor automatically identifies all linked Test Cases (TC 1.1 and TC 2) through searching the saved tracelinks between the artifacts (red arrows in Fig. 7). All Test Cases have a current status documented in their authoring systems (symbolized by green lights). TC 1.1 and TC 2 each have a status of “passed”. Since all of its Test Cases have successfully passed their test, Requirement 1.1 can consequently be assigned the status satisfied (also symbolized by green lights here).
work rather than on repeatedly filling in spreadsheets with already existing information.

VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

Handling the transdisciplinary development of complex systems and the dependencies between their comprising elements is an enormous challenge. An approach coping with this challenge is to explicitly model these dependencies and thus establish traceability.

The present paper has presented the key findings of two industrial surveys and the introduction of novel opportunities for traceability usage through a traceability-based House of Quality wizard and Progress Monitoring.

Both surveys investigated the industrial acceptance and application of traceability approaches. They revealed that traceability is not evenly distributed throughout the disciplines: the more software and electronics engineering is involved, the more common is the application of traceability. Additionally, it was discovered that the sole purpose for traceability in industry is documentation in order to comply with standards. No further potential is currently exploited, even if traceability information is available. Generally, two reasons for the rarity of this practice were identified: too high an effort needed for tracelink recording and non-obvious additional benefits.

Addressing the second deficit, detailed concepts for a tracelink-based Progress Monitoring and for supporting the House of Quality with traceability information were introduced. The elaborated methods have been prototypically implemented in the ModelTracer as a proof of concept. A hypothetic product example has been used to verify their effectiveness. Both methods were presented to industry representatives during workshops. Their initial feedback is very promising. In that regard the initial research question can be answered: There are a number of opportunities how traceability models can support product development. Nonetheless in a next step both introduced methods still need to be validated in a real industry environment. An applicable guideline on how to integrate which traceability aspects in which Systems Engineering processes is also an open research topic.

Traceability is not practiced comprehensively when developing complex systems in industry. This will only change, if novel approaches are available reducing the required recording effort and improving the achievable benefits through their usage. The functionalities of ModelTracer presented in this paper are one step towards this direction.
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